Aras Innovator 10.0 SP3

Enhancements in Version 10.0 SP3


Microsoft SQL Server 2014
The primary goal of the release was to introduce support for Microsoft SQL Server 2014



Direct entry of Date Property values
The client has been enhanced to allow users to key in date values without requiring the use of the
date selector dialog.



Support for Windows Store Applications
A new IOM SDK is available that contains .NET, COM, and Windows RT compatible DLLs.

Issues Fixed in Version 10.0 SP3
Table 1:

Framework

Required

Issue #

Description

Yes

022059

Introduced the ability to directly type in date values in Form Fields and
Relationship Grid cells.

Yes

025363

Introduced support for Microsoft SQL Server 2014

Yes

025689

A new IOM SDK has been created for use in developing external applications
that connect to Aras Innovator. This SDK specifically contains .NET, COM, and
Windows RT compatible DLLs, to support all 3 types of connections. A
“readme” file has been included in the archive to identify each file.

Yes

Previously, application developers would copy the IOM file form the Aras
Innovator code tree when developing applications. The new SDK DLLs
eliminate the process of copying the IOM from the code tree so that Aras can
undertake removing all external dependencies from the IOM DLLs.

Yes

An example for using the Windows RT compatible IOM has been included in the
documentation folder of the CD image.

Yes

026007,
025530

Improvements to the Rich text Editor

Yes

025262

Improvements to the Just Ask Innovator on-line help content.

Yes

024966

Introduced option to not load the .NET controls in Internet Explorer. This option
will allow the user to log in without elevating the site permissions for .NET, but
the user will not be able to use the full functionality of the client. If a .NET
control is required, the user will be presented with an error message and will
need to enable .NET controls to use that feature in the user interface.

Yes

024573

Improved content in API reference for FireFox.

Yes

025246

Fixed error that could prevent the Method editor from loading in Internet
Explorer 11
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